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The permitting system is at the core of the implementation of a regulatory framework
for the protection of the environment against pollution caused by emissions, discharges
or disposal of wastes from a certain activity. In recent years, legislation on
environmental permits has not only been implemented generally, but increasingly a
more integrated approach in which environmental impacts are viewed as a whole is
being implemented. Consequently, the relevant permits increasingly refer to all
environmental impacts produced. Furthermore, public participation and consultation
among different competent and relevant authorities are important stages of the
permitting procedure. Moreover, after the permit is granted and the environmental
conditions enforced, monitoring follows and additional measures are taken if required.
Finally, the use of Best Available Technologies and consideration of the links of the
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permitting system to other policy instruments are becoming increasingly more
important.
1. Environmental permitting and licensing systems
Many of the countries have adopted an environmental licensing process whereby
industrial plants and other enterprises or activities must apply for government
permission (in the form of permits granted by government, national regional, or local
agencies) to initiate and/or to continue their operation. The purpose of this process is to
ensure an environmentally-sound operation of the facilities or activities.
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Large releases of harmful substances and accidents (e.g. Seveso (Italy) and Bhopal
(India)) have demonstrated that the existence of a permitting system and enforcement of
regulations are necessary to enhance the protection of both public health and the
environment. Moreover, the amounts of pollutants have increased in many of the
countries in parallel with their economic growth, and this has brought about new
environmental issues and problems with implications for their socio-economic as well
as industrial sustainability.
As pointed out in the Agenda 21, to a large extent the ability of a country to follow the
path of sustainable development is determined by the ability of its people and its
institutions, as well as by its ecological and geographical conditions. And so Agenda 21
calls for building and strengthening national capacities for developing and
implementing policies and strategies for the achievement of sustainable development.
For the establishment of an effective licensing or permitting system, the countries must
first develop a legislative framework, as well as a constant follow-up of the
implementation of those laws.
Any activity that generates emissions, discharges, wastes and other types of pollution,
like radiation or noise, as well as possible reversible impacts it creates, may be
submitted to a permitting procedure. Such activities may stem from industrial facilities,
infrastructure works, any kind of transport activity, and, of course, management and
disposal of discharges or wastes.
The permitting process has evolved through many phases. In the beginning, authorities
used to issue general permits for averting or preventing 'end-of-pipe' environmental
damage mainly through dispersion. Nowadays, permitting for different environmental
media (e.g. air permits, waste water discharge permits, etc) is often through separate
permits, as the trend in permitting programs emphasises pollution prevention at source
through cleaner process technology and waste minimisation efforts, and ultimately
through a more integrated approach. Modern permitting procedures allow for several
different licensing, disclosure and legal issues to be integrated into a single procedure. It
also provides a forum for environmental agencies and facility operators to exchange
experience and ideas with the regulating bodies and to discuss modifications of
procedures, potential risks, and new technical solutions.
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Serving a wide range of indispensable functions in this way, permits act as valuable
tools both for the facility operators and the public at large. However, with increasing
globalisation, many of these achievements are likely to be outstripped by the rapid
economic growth expected in the next decades. By 2010, world economic output is
expected nearly to double, while output in non-OECD countries is expected to more
than triple. Even at the pollution rates common in the developed world today, this
growth is expected to create vast increases in environmental pollution. Fastest growth is
expected to occur in areas where environmental performance is generally poor or very
poor and where regulations are often untested, fragmentary or even non-existent.
Consequently, the need for new, dynamic efforts to control, and in particular, to prevent
pollution and enable enforcement of more effective permitting systems is obvious.
2. Basic principles of environmental permitting
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In recent years permitting strategies and legislation have been based on internationally
accepted principles that are of great importance to sustainable development. These
principles are summarised below:
The precautionary principle: according to this principle, relevant authorities should
'take preventive measures when there is reason to assume that substances, pollutants or
energy introduced into the environment may create hazards to human health, harm to
living resources and ecosystems, damage amenities or interfere with other legitimate
uses even when there is no conclusive evidence of a causal relationship between inputs
and their alleged effects'. Its implementation has helped give the concept of Best
Available Techniques (BAT) its current importance in pollution prevention and control
strategies.
The principle of pollution prevention: at present 'pollution prevention at source' is
central to environmental policy. Also, the concept of resource productivity is
increasingly being used in both environmental policy and activities, thus providing a
common ground for policy-making and demonstrating the importance of the economyecology relationship.
The ecosystem approach: current trends include efforts to develop new models for
combining the structural and functional integrity of ecosystem communities into the
regulatory process. More broadly, in many countries ecosystem approaches are
increasingly being translated into long-term perspectives, strategic goal-setting, and the
development of integrated assessment methods.
The concept of ecologically-limited carrying capacity: environmental 'carrying
capacity' is a vital concept in environmental management. This scientific approach
provides better tools for regional-scale risk evaluation, and for solving costeffectiveness issues.
Full cost accounting and best practical environmental options: the negative costbenefit ratio of rigid applications of this approach and its impact on technological
innovation continue to be advanced. Sustainable, closed-cycle forms of production is
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contributing to the development of environmentally-oriented economic policy
instruments and data resources.
Integrated multi-media permitting approaches. growing recognition of the highly
interrelated, systemic character of the environment has recently become a driving force
for institutional changeover to multi-media permitting approaches and practices.
Public participation and disclosure: an effective permitting system must be based on a
comprehensive strategy for public participation and involvement. It must also involve
democratic processes to ensure that decisions are based on transparent, predictable and
justifiable reasoning.
3. Permitting policy and legislation
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Permits need to take into account the nature of technological change. They also need to
encourage plant operators and enterprises to go beyond compliance, and to apply
innovative, environmentally-sound processes, technologies and management.
In the early 1970s a regulatory shift occurred in some countries, quickly followed by
many others, that substituted the prevailing technology-based strategies and standards
by the predominant use of the carrying capacity approach for regulating pollutant
releases. This policy shift resulted partly from the disappointing results of the
application of the 'dilute and disperse' principle and partly from the perceived absence
of reliable and indisputable models for tracing the effects of pollutants in different
media.
Typically, in many countries regulatory approaches for permitting have been based on a
sector or media-oriented approach, where each component of the biosphere (i.e. air,
water and land) is addressed by separate laws. Recently, many of the countries have
been moving towards the integrated permitting approach in order to achieve a more
comprehensive and uniform regime for environmental releases.
3.1 Best Available Techniques ( BAT) and Environmental Quality Objectives
(EQOs)

Two basic complementary approaches are taken into consideration while planning a
permitting system, although the legislation may not make any specific reference to
them:
Pollution prevention at source: best results are obtained when emissions are prevented
at source, not at the end-of-pipe (end of manufacturing procedure), and BATs are to
contribute to this approach.
Specific environmental characteristics: these refer to each recipient that must be
protected.
In most cases these two approaches are given the same weight while setting new
environmental laws or permit systems. In addition to these approaches, policy
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instruments such as Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) and Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) are stipulated in permits to make them more effective. In the
European Union and the USA, consideration of these approaches tends to be normal
practice.
An examination of the relevant issues, and of the experience and approaches of different
countries to technology-based and environmentally-based considerations for setting
efficient permitting requirements, leads to the following observations:
Guidelines for setting BAT-based ELVs and general EQOs, as well as a general
framework should be available at the national level, including methodologies used
for defining the requirements (e.g. determination of risk, risk limits, stack height,
diffusion models, mixing zones).



Where the EQSs are exceeded in spite of BAT requirements, further reduction of
polluting releases must be achieved over and beyond BAT, so that a particular
source or a group of sources operating in that particular area will not contribute to a
breach of environmental quality. If necessary, these requirements may lead to forced
shut-down of some existing sources, or to denied authorisation for new sources,
process expansion or modification.



Plans for future (economic) expansion of facilities should be ecologically-sound.
The question of whether or not to grant an EQS which leaves room for expected
growth should be addressed in advance. While setting total emission levels, a
margin of safety can be included and standards can be reviewed regularly.



Both technology-based and environmentally-based instruments should be used
within the framework of a comprehensive plan set at the national level. They should
clearly articulate policy objectives and translate them into sectoral targets that
provide a predictable framework for industry, information for permit writers, and
the public. The public needs to be closely involved in the decision-making process
at the earliest stage possible and must be fully informed of the negotiated
requirements.
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